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Abstract. Frequency-domain near-infrared techniques have been
widely used to detect the optical properties of biological tissues non-
invasively. In this paper we propose an analytical model to evaluate
the performance of frequency-domain instruments. Based on the dif-
fusion equation and the transfer properties of optoelectronic compo-
nents, we treat all parts, including the medium, as two-port networks
and apply systematic methods to answer questions concerning
frequency-domain instruments. Experiments show that this method
can reasonably reflect the properties of the instrument within an ac-
curacy of 7%. This kind of method can be used to design suitable
instruments for various applications. We also analyze the selection of
the instrument parameters to achieve optimal performance at an effi-
cient cost using this analytical model. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1501562]
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1 Introduction
Noninvasive near-infrared~NIR! spectroscopy and imaging,
which can be used to study the physiological state of biologi
cal tissues by detecting their optical properties, have long
been investigated. Many techniques have been presented.1–6

In these techniques, continuous wave~cw! instruments mea-
sure only light intensity, however frequency-domain~FD! and
time-domain~TD! instruments utilize the additional phase or
time information and are capable of quantitative measure
ments of the optical properties. Compared to TD instruments
which have better sensitivity, FD instruments are more eco
nomical and suitable for real time clinical usage. Theories o
intensity modulated light diffusion in highly scattering media
have been studied7,8 and several kinds of FD instruments have
been demonstrated to provide accurate results.9–13

However, there are still some unresolved questions abou
FD systems. We cannot not know its performance when we
build an instrument. First, in a given circumstance such a
brain imaging, how large a separation can the source-detect
pair achieve? Generally, the larger the separation, the deep
the light that goes through the tissue and the more informatio
we can obtain.14 When we want to detect an object deep under
the skin, the source–detector pair must have enough separ
tion to give useful information. Second, how do the param-
eters of the instrument, such as laser power, diameter of th
detecting fiber, high voltage of the photomultiplier tube
~PMT!, etc., affect its performance? What are the minimum
requirements these parameters should fulfill in a specific ap
plication? Third, answers to the second question also give u
guidance in optimizing the instrument and enhancing its per
formance at an efficient cost. All these questions require a
thorough and systematic analysis of FD instruments.
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In this paper, we present a transmission model of the ra
frequency~rf! signal in the FD instrument based on diffusio
theory and the transfer properties of the optoelectronic co
ponents. We will then give a detailed analysis of its perf
mance and the factors influencing it. Experiments have a
been performed to verify our analysis.

2 Basic Theory
2.1 Transmission Model of the rf Signal
The purpose of FD instruments is to detect the amplitude
phase changes of the rf signal after it passes through a tu
medium on the optical carrier. That means the optical l
from the source to the detector is a basic part of the ins
ment. Other electronic parts, such as amplifiers, band p
filters, IQ demodulators, low pass filters, etc., act as ‘‘a spec
filter’’ and help to pick up the rf signal to measure its amp
tude and phase. Then the transmission process in FD in
ments can be outlined as shown in Figure 1. It is similar to
subcarrier multiplexed~SCM! system in fiber optical commu
nication fields.15,16 The rf signal is added to the light in th
laser diode~LD!, and it then passes through the source fib
medium and detecting fiber, and is at last received and rec
ered by the optical detector~the PMT is used in Figure 1!.

Each component in Figure 1, including the medium, can
treated as a network with two ports~an in port and an out
port!. Its property can be expressed by the response from
in port to out port, which is usually influenced by the fr
quency.a1 , L(v), and a2 are the responses of the sour
fiber, medium, and detecting fiber, respectively. In this ca
they also express the losses. We do not distinguish betw
the meaning of loss and response strictly in this paper.
coupling loss is included in the loss of the corresponding

1083-3668/2002/$15.00 © 2002 SPIE
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Fig. 1 Transmission model of the rf signal in frequency-domain instruments. The optical link from the LD to the PMT acts as a carrier and adds
amplitude and phase information to the rf signal.
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ber. Assuming that the power of the LD isPLD , the optical
power received by the PMT isPPMT :

PPMT~v!5PLDa1L~v!a2 . ~1!

LLD(v) andLPMT(v) are the frequency responses of the op-
toelectronic components. They are equal to 1 if we use com
ponents with enough of a bandwidth. Other parameters in
Figure 1 will be explained in the following. The rf signal
output by the PMT, expecially its signal to noise ratio~SNR!,
determines the performance of the instrument.

2.2 Loss of Medium
The loss of medium,L(v), is dependent upon its optical
properties. We give out its method of calculation based on
photon diffusion theory. Generally, we assume that the me
dium of interest is a uniform, macroscopical, highly scattering
medium characterized by an optical absorption coefficien
(ma), a reduced scattering coefficient(ms8), and an average
speed of light(cn). Delivery and detection of light occur on
the surface of this ‘‘infinite’’ medium half space, which is
called semi-infinite geometry. According to the semi-infinite
bounding condition,R(r,v,ma ,ms ,cn), the number of pho-
tons crossing the medium boundary per unit time per unit are
at separationr from a unit pencil beam source modulated at
frequencyf 5v/2p, is given by7,8

R~r,v,ma ,ms8 ,cn!5
1

2~2p!3/2 S z0~11kr0!

r0
3 exp~2kr0!

1
zp~11krp!

rp
3 exp~2krp! D , ~2!

where z051/ms8 , zp5z014D/k, D5@3(ma1ms8)#21, k
'0.426 for a medium-air boundary, andr0

25r21z0
2, rp

2

5r21zp
2, k5@(macn1 iv)/Dcn#1/2. Note that

R(r,v,ma ,ms8 ,cn) is complex and its amplitude denotes the
relative optical intensity to the point source.
of
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The delivery and detection of light on the surface of t
medium is shown in Figure 2. The diameter of the detect
fiber is d. Then according to the definition o
R(r,v,ma ,ms8 ,cn), the response~loss! of the medium,
L(v), can be attained as

L~v!5T
d

iR~r,v,ma ,ms8 ,cn!idS. ~3!

For convenience, we assume that the optical power is unif
in the whole detecting area which is close to the intensity
the center of the fiber. The result of this assumption is that
calculated optical power is larger than the real power and
more applicable whend is much smaller thanr, which is
usually the case in clinical measurements. Then Eq.~3! can be
simplified to:

L~v!5
p

4
d2iR~r,v,ma ,ms8 ,cn!i . ~4!

The separationr between the source and detecting fibers
fluences the loss of the medium, which then influences
optical power received by the PMT. Due to the existence
noise, there is a minimal requirement for the optical pow
received, which limits the maximal separation to get the u
ful signal.

2.3 Signal, Noise and SNR of the Instrument
In Figure 1, according to the optical detector~PMT!, the rf
signal received is

Prf-out5
1
2@mRPPMT~v!g#2Z

5 1
2@mRPLDa1L~v!a2g#2Z, ~5!

whereR is radiant sensitivity~A/W!, g is current amplification
andZ is the load resistor; the other parameters are those
cording to Eq.~1!. m is the signal modulation index, which i
defined as

m5
I 0

I b2I th
5

r LDI 0

PLD
, ~6!

whereI b and I th are the bias current and threshold current
the LD, respectively,r LD is the emitting efficiency~W/A! and
I 0 is the signal current, which can be given by Eq.~7! assum-
ing that the resistor of the LD isZLD and the input signal
power isPRF-in:

I 05A2Prf-in /ZLD . ~7!

Substituting Eqs.~6! and ~7! into Eq. ~5! yields
Fig. 2 Delivery and detection of light on the surface of the medium.
The source fiber is thought to be a point source. Photons in the de-
tecting area can be collected by the fiber. When d is much smaller
than r, we assume that the optical power is uniform over the whole
detecting area.
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Analysis on Performance and Optimization . . .
Prf-out5Prf-in@r LDRa1L~v!a2g#2
Z

ZLD
. ~8!

From Eq.~8!, there is no direct relation between the output
power of the LD and the signal intensity received. It is rea-
sonable because the light just acts as a pure carrier. In order
increase the signal received, one can increase the input
power. Generally the more rf signal can be modulated in the
LD with the higher optical power. But it is still subject to the
impedance matching of the driver circuits and the safety o
the LD.

There are mainly three kinds of noise considered for the
instrument: thermal noise~TN!, shot noise~SN!, and relative
intensity noise~RIN!. They are related to the average inciting
light. Assuming the dc response of the medium isL(0), the
average optical power received by the PMT is

PPMT5PLDa1L~0!a2 . ~9!

Given k is the Boltzmann constant(1.37e223 J/K), T is the
kelvin temperature~;300 K!, F is the noise figure of the first
amplifier,q is the elementary charge(1.6e219C), I dark is the
anode dark current of the PMT, RIN is the intensity noise
figure of the LD ~;100 dB/Hz!, B is the bandwidth of the
instrument andZ is the load resistor~;50 V!, we can express
the main noises as follows:15–17

~i! Thermal noise current density:

^iTN
2 &54kTF/Z; ~10!

~i! Shot noise current density:

^iSN
2 &52q~RPPMTg

21I darkg!; ~11!

~i! Relative intensity noise current density:

^iRIN
2 &5RIN~RPPMTg!2. ~12!

Then the total noise is

Pnoise5BZ~^ i TN
2 &1^ i SN

2 &1^ i RIN
2 &!. ~13!

There are still other noise factors which may be divided into
these three kinds of noise by modifying the parameters in
their expressions. These three kinds of noise present thre
essential procedures in the transformation from light to elec
tricity: the light itself, the optoelectronic transform and the
electronical parts. The shot noise is made up of two parts
Noise coming from dark current behaves differently from
general shot noise so in later discussion we exclude it from
shot noise and assign it a different name: dark current noise

From Eqs.~5! and ~13!, the SNR can be obtained as

SNR510 log~Prf-out /Pnoise!. ~14!

Parameters in Eq.~14! can be calculated by the equations
derived earlier. We can then use them to do analyses an
simulations for questions concerning FD instruments.
o
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3 Simulation, Experiment and Analysis
3.1 Noise and SNR Properties with Inciting Optical
Power
From that deduced in Sec. 2.3, we can see that both signa
noise are influenced by the optical power received by
PMT. However, noise is related to the average optical pow
~or dc part of the light! and the signal is determined by the a
part which can be called the ‘‘effective light signal.’’ Th
effective light signal is smaller than the average power due
the frequency response of the loss of the medium. That i
say, cw devices would have better SNRs than FD instrume
do. Before we study the performance of the instrument,
first learn the properties of SNR to inciting power because
the final analysis nearly all changes in other parameters ca
explained by the change of the optical power received.

The condition for this simulation is that the effective ligh
signal is the same as the average power. We assume thi
cause of the unknown frequency response of the medi
Although it will result in slightly larger signal power than th
actual value, it does not influence our understanding about
properties of the SNR. Figure 3 shows the noises and SNR
the system at different optical powers received. The rf sig
intensity is always proportional to the optical power. T
noise exhibits three stages with an increase of inciting lig
When the inciting light is low, thermal noise is the ma
source and it keeps constant so the SNR increases at the s
of the square of optical power. When the inciting light
increased to a certain value, the shot noise becomes the
source and it is linear to the optical power so the SNR
creases linearly. As the inciting light increases to a spec
point, the relative intensity noise plays a major role and
linear to the square of the optical power, so SNR satura
Actually, this kind of change is an intrinsic property of th
entire optical detecting system. In NIR applications, genera
the light received is very small~attenuation of the medium is
about;100 dB!12 and the main noise is from shot and the
mal sources.

Fig. 3 Noise and SNR properties at different optical powers received:
m51, Z550 q, B520 Hz, and other parameters according to speci-
fications of R518 mA/W at 780 nm, g51e4 at 400 V high voltage
(HV), Idark550 nA, and F54.5 dB. As the inciting optical power in-
creases, the SNR exhibits three stages which correspond to three kinds
of noise source.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4 645
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Fig. 4 Experimental setup. This is the general structure of the FD sys-
tem which is in Fig. 1.
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3.2 Separation Experiment and the Maximum
Separation
The loss due to propagation in the medium is greatly influ-
enced by the separation. In certain applications, the maximum
separation can reflect the performance of the instrument:
larger maximum separation means better sensitivity. In theory
when the SNR decreases to 0 dB because of an increase
separation between the source and detecting fibers, it defin
the maximum separation. Signal power and SNR can be mea
sured with satisfactory accuracy at different separations whic
enables us to check our analysis and calculation.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4, included are
the LD, Sharp LT024MD, 780 nm; PMT, Hamamatsu, R928;
rf source, Wilmanco, 140 MHz. This is a common structure of
the FD instrument, which is outlined in Figure 1. The band-
width of the whole system is about 20 Hz. The test was mad
on a sample solution withma50.04/cmandms858/cmwhich
was made up of intralipid, ink and water. Figures 5~a! and
5~b! show the results and a comparison between the calcu
lated and measured values of the rf signal and its SNR. Con
sidering the error in the parameters’ values which will espe
cially bring some differences in absolute values like the rf
signal power, we assert that the calculated and measured va
ues were satisfactory, especially the trend of their changin
with separation. In Figures 5~a! and 5~b! when the separation
was small~less than 3 cm!, there was some deviation from
calculated values, because the assumption in Sec. 2.2 was n
well satisfied at a smaller separation, which means the highe
calculated values. When the separation is much larger~say, 8
cm!, the values are too small and too difficult to measure
exactly, which also brings errors. In the process as the sep
ration decreased, the SNR experienced three stages: a rap
increase, a linear increase, and saturation which correspond
to the three kinds of noise that we analyzed in Sec. 3.1.

Concerning the maximum separation, the criteria of the
SNR are used to acquire it. The maximum we measured i
about 8.1 cm whose SNR is around 21 dB~Figure 5!. Obvi-
ously it is smaller than the value of 9.8 cm derived from
SNR50 dB. In practice, the fact that we can measure the
signal means theSNR.0 dB. So it is necessary to set up a
standard for the data acquired by the FD system. We conside
this question from two perspectives. Theoretically, the phas
detection accuracy of the signal is limited by its SNR. The
phase deviation is nearly the inverse of the signal to nois
amplitude ratio~SNAR! value when the signal is very weak,
which can be written as

DP'1/SNAR5DA/A ~rad!, ~15!
646 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4
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assuming thatDP is the phase deviation,DA is the noise
amplitude andA is the signal amplitude. This means the pha
error will be greater than 10° if the SNAR of the signal fal
below 5 ~Refs. 18 and 19 give similar results!. On the other
hand, in experiments using lots of tests we also found that
data ~both amplitude and phase! are reliable only when the
SNAR is about above 5. So we assume that the data are
able when the amplitude of the signal is five times larger th
that of the noise. Then the minimum SNR required is

SNRmin520 log 5514 dB. ~16!

A factor of 20 is used here in order to be consistent with
definition in Eq.~14!. Thus we can get a maximum separati
of 8.5 cm from Figure 5~b!. Compared to measured values
8.1 cm, the difference stands at 5%, which is acceptable.

We repeated the test. The calculated and measured va
corresponded well with each other and the difference in ma
mum separation was within 7%. These results show that
model and analysis are valid and they can help us to un
stand the performance of the instrument and decide whe
its quality can satify our requirements in applications.

Fig. 5 (a) Signal and (b) SNR comparison: f5140 MHz, ma

50.04/cm, ms858/cm, d56 mm, HV5400 V, a1PLD54.15 mW, a2
50.5, and other parameters according to Fig. 3. This test was carried
out on a sample solution at different separations. Considering the es-
timation of some parameters, the agreement between calculated and
measured values is satisfactory, which is more obvious in the relative
values of the SNR.
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Fig. 6 Influence of high voltage on the SNR: r57 cm, and other pa-
rameters according to Fig. 5. Higher voltage gives better SNR perfor-
mance in the lower inciting light condition which is the normal case
in NIR applications.
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3.3 Influence of Parameters
The parameters of the instrument which can be changed eas
and must be designed to build a machine are current amplifi
cation of the PMT, laser power and diameter of the detecting
fiber. We can also analyze the choice of these parameters b
using the theories in Sec. 2.

3.3.1 Current Amplification of the PMT
Current amplification is increased with high voltage applied to
the PMT. During the experiments, we generally adjust the
high voltage to get a suitable output signal because of possib
saturation of the circuit parts. However, it is not appropriate.
As we can see from Eqs.~8!–~14! in Sec. 2.3, when the shot
noise or RIN noise is the main source of system noise, th
SNR would not be influenced by high voltage since the cur-
rent amplification factorg is canncelled out. However when
thermal noise or dark current noise plays a major role, the
SNR will increase with applied high voltage, as shown in
Figure 6. In the NIR imaging field, the multiply scattered
photon signal is very small so we usually replace avalanch
photodiode~APD! with the PMT as the optical detector, i.e.,
the latter condition will usually be met.12 We then need to set
the high voltage as high as it can be in order to make full use
of the advantages of the PMT. We can use automatic gai
control to eliminate saturation of the electronic parts and ge
enough of a dynamic range.

When the high voltage increases to a certain degree, dar
current noise will exceed thermal noise which means the fina
sensitivity of the instrument is up to the PMT. The photon-
limited SNR can be expressed as

SNR510 logH @mRPPMT#2g

4qIdarkB
J . ~17!

By substitutingSNR50 dB, we can get the equivalent noise
input ~ENI! in Eq. ~18!. It has the same format as the defini-
tion of cw light in the PMT manual,17 which verifies our
theoretical model in another way.
y

y

k

ENI5
A4qIdarkgB

mRg
. ~18!

3.3.2 Laser Power
From Sec. 2.3, we know the rf power received has nothing
do with the output power of the LD directly. The assumpti
of this analysis is that the modulation index at the differe
output optical power remains at the same level, which me
the higher power LD will correspond to the larger input
signal. Under this condition it is true that the SNR increas
with the laser power as shown in Figure 7. But the increas
speed becomes slower and slower because of the chang
the main noise source when the power goes over some
cific values. The turning point at which the main noi
changes from thermal noise to shot noise can be derived
utilizing Eqs.~10! and ~11!:

PPMT15
2kTF

ZqRg2 . ~19!

Below this point the SNR increases rapidly. From Eqs.~11!
and~12! the second turning point between shot noise and R
noise is given by

PPMT25
2q

RIN* R
. ~20!

After this point the SNR saturates. Given this information, w
should choose the optical power so as to let the inciting li
fall into the range given byPPMT1 and PPMT2 and get the
shot-noise-limited SNR.

It also becomes more difficult to couple, sustain a hi
modulation index and keep the components and patients
using high power LDs. These enable us to find an optim
laser power in a given application. For instance, for the c
with the parameters given in Figure 7~these optical coeffi-
cients and 7 cm separation correspond to the most com
clinical usage with penetrating depth around 3.5 cm!, ;20
mW laser power corresponds to the first turning point, and
second turning point appears at 450 mW laser pow

Fig. 7 SNR with different laser powers: ms858/cm, r57 cm, and
other parameters according to Fig. 5. The optical coefficients and 7
cm separation correspond to the most common clinical usage with
penetrating depth of around 3.5 cm. With an increase in LD power,
the SNR rapidly increases, linearly increases, and saturates.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4 647
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Fig. 8 Influence of the diameter on the SNR: ms858/cm, r57 cm, and
other parameters according to Fig. 5. The diameter of the detecting
fiber should be big enough to satisfy the SNR requirements of the data
in a given application.
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So the LD should have minimal power of;20 mW to get a
shot-noise-limited SNR. Above this point the SNR increases
linearly with the light’s power. We need to consider practical
operations and find a trade-off between cost and performanc
Generally when the laser power is below;60 mW, which
corresponds to;150 mA bias current, the driver circuits and
the modulation have similar complexity~we summarized
these from commecial LDs and their specifications!. Above
this value things become much more complex and power dis
sipation, temperature control, safety of components and othe
factors have to be carefully considered and designed. On th
other hand, any improvement in performance is very limited
by increasing the laser power after this point. For example, b
increasing the laser power from 60 to 120 mW, we can ge
only two times the rise in SNR but the cost of this is far more
than twofold. Moreover we definitely get a lower modulation
index for 120 mW LDs. So LDs with;20–;60 mW output
power would be a good choice for this application. If we still
want to enhance the performance at this stage, we had bett
consider other factors such as the PMT, filter, etc., which hav
greater efficiency than light intensity does.

3.3.3 Diameter of the Detecting Fiber
In some cases, especially when the object was darker, w
found it was impossible to get the signal when the diameter o
the detecting fiber was under a certain value. This is easy t
understand because there is a minimal requirement for th
light received which is proportional to the detecting area. We
could not always use big fibers in all applications due to the
limitation of dimensions and integration of the heterogeneity.

Theory in Sec. 2 is used to calculate the diameter neces
sary for the detecting fiber. Figure 8 gives an example in
which the SNR changes with the diameter. In this case, in
order to sustain the SNR above 0 dB, whenma50.14/cm,the
diameter of the detecting fiber should be at least 5 mm
whereas forma50.09/cma fiber diameter of 1 mm is suffi-
cient. Of course we can apply this method to other applica
tions and find the detecting fiber diameter that is suitable.
648 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 4
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4 Conclusion
In this paper we presented an analytical method for the p
formance of FD instruments based on diffusion theory and
transfer properties of optoelectronic components. Becaus
the simplification and assumption in the model, it will giv
better results on the properties of instruments. The agreem
between experiments and simulations based on this analy
model validates our approach and provides a means by w
to optimize the instrument.

The performance of the instrument is influenced by all
parameters. Since the optical detector is key to deciding
sensitivity, the first thing to do is to choose a detector w
high radiant sensitivity and current amplification. When w
consider the trade-off between the increase of the SNR
the cost there is an optimal laser power. We then choose
detecting fiber with the suitable diameter in order to sati
the SNR requirement. The performance of the whole ins
ment could be analyzed by this theoretical model to s
whether all the requirements in applications are satisfied.

This method is not limited by diffusion theory or by th
semi-infinite bounding condition. It can be applied to oth
experimental configurations by calculating the loss of the m
dium using other photon migration theories.
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